
NEW FROM OLD

OUR STORY
Monica Vinader founded her jewellery company in 2008 with her sister Gabriela. They pioneered the use
of gold vermeil on sterling silver in order to bridge the gap between fine and fashion jewellery and  provide
an inclusive and empowering shopping experience -- making fairly priced, high quality pieces you can buy for
yourself and style every day.

Inspired by a variety of cultures & sensibilities, a love of art, colour, nature and architecture, Monica’s sculptural
joyous styles soon earned a global following and a reputation as the leading demi-fine jewellery brand.

At the heart of the Monica Vinader brand, and a common thread throughout every product, is a passion for
sustainability. Working exclusively with Responsible Jewellery Council-certified suppliers and manufacturing
only in 100% recycled silver, Monica designs with both wearability and style that will endure.

THE BRIEF
To shine a light on the next generation of makers and creative spirits we are launching the ‘NEW FROM OLD'
competition for young talent in the UK to create jewellery using recycled materials. 

What does “NEW FROM OLD” mean? A new year, new beginning, new generation, new hope. Show us how you
want to inspire others with your creativity, while drawing inspiration from recycled or found materials.

Designs should be your interpretation of “NEW FROM OLD,” showcase your creativity and use only sustainable
materials, reflecting on the Monica Vinader ethos: Jewellery should be for everyone and wearable everyday
without compromising beauty, sustainability, quality or design. 

PRIZE
The winner will receive a £5000 prize and go on to design and hand-craft a six piece limited edition
collection to be featured and sold at www.monicavinader.com

Through our jewellery Recycling Programme, we have recovered silver, gold and gemstones that the winner
will give new life to through their creations. 

SUBMISSION OF WORK
Your submission must be a 3 piece collection of wearable creativity using materials frequently collected from
our Recycling Programme: silver, gold vermeil and gemstones, or other materials found or recycled in the UK.
Hand-drawn renders or CAD presentation accepted.

You must be the owner and creator of the design, and have the ability to make the jewellery you design. 

CRITERIA
Designs will be judged according to the following criteria:
- Demonstrates original creativity and fresh thoughts
- Wearability and accessibility in the demi-fine category
- Technical proficiency, quality of make and craftsmanship
- Use of sustainable materials, recycled or found
- Reflects value and the feel of luxury for customers

HOW TO PARTICIPATE

The winner will come to our design studio in Norfolk to meet with Monica and the design and development team.
They will have access to all the materials, archives and stones to prepare their collection

Final Collection will go live in 2021 for sale on www.monicavinader.com.

Submissions to be made directly to designcompetition@monicavinader.com no later than 23:59 on 11 January 2021.
Submissions can be hand-drawn, CAD or similar renders. Only submissions from UK-based entrants will be considered.

All submissions are subject to being shared with our community on the Monica Vinader social media accounts.
Please include in your submission a statement to ‘opt out of social media sharing’ if you prefer your designs
remain confidential. 

TIMELINE 2021
Submission of work
A jury led by Monica Vinader and 4 other industry peers will convene
to review designs and narrow down to (3) three finalists
The three finalists will be given feedback to refine the designs
Submission of finalists’ final designs 
Judges convene to decide winner
WWinner to be chosen and notified

11 January 2021
18 January 2021

19 January 2021
24 January 2021 23:59
27 January 2021
28 January 2021

A SUSTAINABLE DESIGN COMPETITION
FOCUSED ON CREATIVITY AND NEW BEGINNINGS


